of four of the independent variables Z\, z 2 , • • • , z n is expressible rationally in terms of the ratios of any fundamental system such as of n -3 independent ratios. If any particular system of n -3 independent ratios be associated with a particular order of the variables by varying the order of the n variables, we shall have in all n\ conjugate systems; these systems are expressible rationally in terms of the original system and in terms of any system of the set. Hence arises a group of n\ Cremona transformations on n -3 variables. E. H. Moore,f H. E. SlaughtJ and others have studied the group based on the initial system M. In this paper I have shown that the transformations based on the system C have application to continued fractions of the form Xi #2 #3
~~T-T-T-•. •
If we take for the n variables Z\, z 2 , • • • , z n any n consecutive convergents of the continued fraction, say
-Bq+i * Presented to the Society, under a somewhat different title, April 6, 1934. t E. H. Moore, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 22 (1900) , pp. 279-291.
% H. E. Slaught, ibid., and Part II in vol. 23. then in this case the fundamental system C is n -3 consecutive elements Xi of the continued fraction £, namely,
The Cremona transformations are on these elements, and their effect is to permute n consecutive convergents of £ among themselves. The transformations do not disturb the convergence or divergence of the continued fraction, and result therefore in new convergence criteria. 
Then with the aid of the identity*
we find that a cross ratio r»w = [z it Zj, Zk, Zi] , (i<j<k<l), of four of the n variables (1) can be expressed in the form
The other five distinct ratios of these four variables can be obtained from the ratio (3) by the well known transformations
X -1 X where \ = r i ji c i> In particular, we find that
Inasmuch as (3) depends Upon Xq^-4.f Xg_|_5, * * ' , Xq-\.<n only, it follows that (4) is a fundamental system of cross ratios.
Letii, j2, • • • ,j n be an arbitrary permutation of 1, 2, • • • ,n; and put * Perron, Die Lehre von den KettenbrUchen, 1st éd., p. 17.
is also a fundamental system; and C a is expressible rationally in terms of C:
The w! Cremona transformations f a , / 6 , • • • form a group C n \ simply isomorphic with the symmetric permutation group G n u
The ratios Si are given in terms of the ratios r t -of E. H. Moore by the formula
The r t -can be expressed in terms of the Si by means of (3) The three transformations K, L, M generate by themselves a subgroup C24 of the main group G20; T will extend C24 to the main group. By (3) and (3a) the transformations K, L, M, T are found to be as follows :
where, to avoid subscripts, we have put 04 *^,"^5 y * * Perron, loc. cit., p. 259. t The details of this illustration were worked out by Miss Lozelle Thomas.
In the xy-plane the geometrical configuration for the group C24 is as follows. The curves The generators of C120 correspond to the permutations (34) (89), (23)(45)(78)(9, 10), (45)(9, 10), and (12) (67). If we denote them by K\ L',M', T', respectively, then these transformations NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
